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THE INSTITUTE OF PAPER CHEMISTRY
Appleton, Wisconsin
DEVELOPMENT OF AN IMPROVED DIFFUSION BOARD MATERIAL
SUMMARY
This program has for its objective the development of an improved dif-
fusion 'board material. In a previous program a diffusion board was developed
which satisfactorily met the requirements of the Chemical Corps with respect to
gas life, aerosol penetration, and diffusional characteristics but was limited to
indoor use because it lacked weatherability and other physical properties neces-
sary for field use. The present contract was directed toward the development of
a board capable of both indoor and outdoor use by improving such characteristics
as water resistance, scuff resistance, bonding, mildew resistance, tensile
strength, and durability without major detriment to the protective characteristics
of diffusion, resistance to aerosol penetration, and gas protection.
The contract included a process study on the diffusion board material
as already developed and on methods for improving it and an agreement to sub-
contract with commercial organizations for one or two limited production runs on
reduced scale equipment and one (two if needed) production run of 15,000 sq. ft.
on full-scale equipment.
Following approval of the contract, reports of previous work were re-
ceived and reviewed and the entire program discussed with Army Chemical Center
personnel. Protective properties were defined as: 1. Adequate diffusion character-
istics, measured as carbon dioxide diffusion and being as high as possible but not
less than 0.02 sq. cm. per second; 2. Resistance to aerosol penetration, as
measured by the DOP test with a specification of not over 0.015% penetration under
the test conditions described; and 3. A minimum gas life of 20 minutes under the
test conditions described in the contract. Pro'e'.'::. u' ,,'l: itnri.icat.ed that quarter-inch
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board at a density of 21 lb. per cu. ft. and an ASC charcoal content of 5.0 grams/
100 sq. cm. gave good results. Physical properties of interest included tensile
strenght, both dry and after water exposure, and water repellency. Test methods
for these properties had not been chosen. Other factors of importance were resist-
ance to mold growth and retention of gas life under various conditions of exposure,
but no specific methods or specifications had been chosen for these aspects.
The process study was initiated and carried out as described in this
report. A promising pilot-scale run was made and plans were initiated for the
full-scale production runs. At this time the serious, deterioration of CK life
apon exposure of diffusion board to tropical aging conditions was noted and
arrangements for the production runs were postponed. Alternate proposals were
submitted with the choice based on the relative importance of CK life and tropical
aging; one covered a production run of board on the basis of the performance
obtained to date and the other proposed a more thorough study of' the mechanism of
CK protection and the factors governing it before proceeding with additional
l v. , -pir'rlnc work. The Institute of' Paper Chemi.stry wa. tLhen requces;ted tc continue
:i..' ':-(.'c.s stud, and to su'con'tract for 'two pr.iJdicti'.n .ins;, ilnmproving the general
:* .. *. I :..i-a as much as poss-'cle without sacrit'ici-icr, a,- .' tile p'protective characte:-
;.' -:..; 'L)ibtul ncd -' date. A contract for exztenslon oi' :: orig:ina] programs::'. :as
,i.';" v- d c.,n Febr'a:. ryl 13: 17'2 and work on this exrt.' ns .': tha-l bon ini-tiated.. As
put! , .' l.hat extension the preparation of a terminal.tio, . rcpo'rt was delayed. until
th :'9-mp'ltion of' the extended contract, and an annual report was requested in its
;i 1--. iTh ls repo:rLt includes a summary of' the work :i-tc i-jrcd i.n the .first one-year
pr!,.- :-"'rl, Further details may 'be found 'in the monthly r!'orts .r.t:;; i.ndica a'a-d.;
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PROCESS STUDY
LABORATORY FORMING AND TESTING PROCEDURES
Forming of Boards
After preliminary trials, boards were formed in a 14-1/2 by 14-1/2-inch
Valley sheet mold on a 16-mesh bronze wire screen. The standard procedure for
draining the mold was to drain through a water-leg of approximately 3 feet until
the forming water level was even with the upper surface of the formed board and
then to apply a 20-25 inch mercury vacuum to complete the drainage. Late in the
program a brass baffle was installed beneath the wire in order to reduce the tur-
bulence encountered during draining and to improve the board formation.
The procedure for producing a board was to:
1. Slurry enough fiber for one board at a consistency of 4% with a
Lightnin' mixer (exceptions being the boards formed from repulped newspaper and
some of the first boards formed from Minnesota and Ontario wet lap which were
slurried in a Sexat Repulper).
2. Add charecal and other additives (some sizing materials were added
in the deckle box; however, these deviations from procedure were noted), note pH
and adjust, if necessary.
3. Pour slurry into the deckle box, dilute to 1%, (this dilution was
reduced to 0.7% late in the program), stir, note pH and adjust if necessary, and
form.
4. Remove the pad and screen, and press for ten minutes in hydraulic
press at pressure required to produce 20 to 21 lb./cu. ft. board, usually 150
p.s.i.
5. Place in a at:i. ng-air electric oven set at 105"C. .'or three ho:L.;.
l.i 1U.K; earl.,y pia:.:-s ,:' ::. i:;rlog ram the boards were dried or two hours; however,
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it was found that the board contained sufficient moisture at the end of two hours
to be detrimental to gas life.
The charcoal used in the production of all laboratory boards was char-
coal ASC Grade 1 through 140 mesh, manufactured according to SPEC MIL-C-13724, Lot
NY 518-5 Pkg. No. 248, packaged in August, 1955.
In making additions to the pulp slurries, a period of five minutes was
allowed between additions in order to insure good mixing. Twenty-five + 5 minutes
was allowed between the addition of charcoal and pressing in order to mitigate any
variant effects on the activity of the charcoal due to leaching. The standard
addition of charcoal used was 25% based on ovendry fiber.
Caliper and Density
Caliper values were reported as the average of ten individual measure-
mounts taken with a Cady automatic micrometer, recorded to the nearest thousandth
of an inch.
j'. !ir..r:t . L/,/-' o0' ian lni., n;d :, \;r,: .'.i; i ' the si pe--imnc to t,he nearest 0..1 gram.
(. rbon Dioxide Di'i'fus ivity
Thr- di ['['Jsir v ; ty :'."-, rle-a:-;r.c-d a Lthe ; "hang -,n concentration of' carbon
c.> < 1- r'p a ii'il.uli, ('or i: i-. , o' 'er a period of 20 minutes
Sfi uL rit, C'rum, d it'T'usi Si n ou ;:1 , -i.bc1n t. -xicd iil'rough,-l i 12 by 1.2-inch section
of' ' .p' | r in'.o Thlle appJ ral;.s \':', - ,n;.' t.:-'.-d (i,' l ie!, iL and desi.gned according to
;li['or-liI' I II ''- :.' I vcd I '(,!:i 'f-- A-r r(, '1[, ,_ ; '*, t", I _. . Li; ;onC',i d of a 1.2 by .12
?, ' - , I) XY ', l..h i. ,', ' i. j' .,i. ' [' i l(p'; i 'OI' Iitfoi ('iing a .1l by 1I-in.
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specimen. Carbon dioxide concentrations were measured with an Orsat gas analyzing
apparatus. Results were reported as sq. cm./sec. (actual units: cc./cm./sec.)
calculated from the following derived relation:
(70.1) (1) (log C1/C
D=
where:
D = Diffusivity in sq. cm./sec.
1 = Thickness of the specimen in cm.
C1 = Initial CO concentration, % by volume.
C = Final CO concentration, % by volume.
t = Time, sec.
D.O.P. Smoke Penetration
Smoke penetration was determined with the Naval Research Laboratory's
Dioctyl Phthalate smoke penetration apparatus in accordance with the procedure
outlined by the Army Chemical Center as the per cent of smoke passing through a
specimen at a flow rate of one liter per minute.
Gas Life
Gas life determinations were run by the Army Chemical Center with two
gases: cyanogen chloride and chloropicrin. The cyanogen chloride test results
were reported as the number of minutes of protection given by 100 sq. cm. of
sample (conditioned to 80% R.H., 80°F.) against a gas concentration of 4 mg. per
ii cr at oO% R.H., 8C°F. at a test t'lowr c' o ne .1 Ltcr pJt r iinttle. AL 'ir.;t, the
:,,as Lives were corrected to a standard 5 g,./.L0() ,q. c',!. chl 1f'oa.l L.oa(l ing ( based
.;S ;jsh tets and assurcing a straight-L- Le ci Ifci'.n); I:il:' IL.- (I K i ,a, I fi' data
'rl,. cornverted to a crmi-tical bed( depl;th vsl t L'ir. . :I 11 [. !,t,. 'I' CIt ;' ,.]I i',
U. S. ArImy Chemical. CenLurc Prluc uri ,:ni Api,,l y
PL C ' _- ' G -
\vcr'!- clirc'co'j LoadiLng as the zero gas life intercept of a, line having a slope o'
;6 , ", oi.o /',./100 sq. cm. The chloropicrin test results were reported as lthe nu:lbeL
:ti' l.,, t. :, I; pc ct n provided by a 100-sq. cm. specimen tested as received,
rj,,'.,;i -, Iga ,.toncentrat.ion of 50 mng. per liter at 50%/ R.H. at a f'Low rda; of one
1 ,t ' !- [,:' u1..: ,' L
C'il 'll- .A L ' ) i i '
('r: r.- -ca-l retentions were determined by the difference in the ash consent,
:;l' t:-' (I.,i..- -Ioaded specimen and a blank specimen on the basis of the ash con-
:-, . ', L, .i3 rcoal. En order to correct 'or loss of material through leaching,
-, · i,,:; :;' -lhar(:coal samples dispersed in water 'or varying periods of bltm
u. id c ,.( mrccd and the comparable ash content used according to the charcoal-!.ate '
** .!- inLi. involved ]n producing the board tested. Asking was carried out at
. ,"''":. ,.;.,i/c r. i t1o Institute [Method )i22. CalcuLations were on the basis of oven-
' ,tI r..i ircoa -li qu d water (cont.L't, L]II!m' In\i;c ., O' in! ; "k:, 'nnluci, rn
id.:, xtipj ip/' v7es a.plp'oximrat!-iy orilI-hal I' ho:: . (' r I: , .,, y, .
,, .- Iit.t .a .d in $at-r (''r I onTh-L. L ' v;Fig Jt ,'>'., q-,u on i- a ic i (
> . * **}..*,, '-[C. [ -. Lat.C;:'1S. l'he- 1'.i\ ;..i g' fqU'.t, (n *_ ~c>; rl 'Li ]; S* !. ,'-
i) - a
I'l', I , - L - - --_
f - d
vhrL-re: a = "/o ash in a b -eLll
(Dcard c:ontai L inL, n cl' I a t.; O ;
b - % ash in th, shut r ' .
c. -- % a:;hC iL ( 'j.1  ;'.I C);; 1 : ' i', . '_' :'
r:on lact., IilI' I , [rtl, ' ,
i I _ : . \\, tr -,
It ' ' i(!( ;.' , "*-ri(' r *u. ll at ri., l).cy d r;.;i n ' i';u Ira', _I hy . ' , l ' ' ! I
*. I ! ;, , ,. !.! i wlin ' ,l I (i- ) V(."- * v f ;! - r i ''I 1w ;I vt 1 i i *' .* ,'*. I  !
F ,' 1,
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specimens were soaked in a mineral salts solution, placed in contact with an agar
medium and inoculated with a spore suspension. This test was a more drastic modi-
fication of the procedures outlined in the Federal Specification Number CCC-T-19lb,
Method 5751 "Mildew Resistance of Cloth; Direct Innoculation, Pure Culture, Non-
Sterile Specimen Method." (By the original method, no growth was observed on
board samples without fungicides added.)
Water Absorption
Water absorption characteristics of board samples were evaluated by
determining the water absorbed by samples submerged under a one-inch head of
water for 2 hours and 24 hours. Specimens, 6 by 6 inches, were used for the
tests and were tested by the following procedure:
The specimens were dried for 24 hours at 160°F. and cooled to room tem-
perature in a dry atmosphere (desiccator jar). The specimens were weighed, cali-
pered, and submerged under 1 inch of distilled water maintained at 70 + 5°F.
After two hours' submersion, each specimen was removed from the water, placed on
edge to drain for 10 minutes, carefully blotted with blotting paper and weighed.
After weighing, each specimen was resubmerged for a period of 22 hours and re-
weighed in the same manner. The volumes of water absorbed were calculated and
the water absorption was reported as per cent by volume of water absorbed based
on the dry volume.
References for these tests were the Federal Specification LLL-I-535
"Federal Specification for Insulating Fiberboard" and ASTM D 1037-60T, "Tentative
Methods of Test for Evaluating the Properties of Wood-Base Fiber and Particle
Panel Materials."
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Strength Tests
Tensile and transverse strength tests were run according to ASTM C-209-60
"Testing Structural Insulating Board Made From Vegetable Fibers." Three specimens
cut, in the machine direction and three specimens cut in the cross-machine direction
of each sample were used for each test. All of the specimens were conditioned to
50 + 5% relative humidity, 72 + 2°F. with the exception of' the wet tensile speci-
mens. Wet tensile tests were run on specimens after 2 hours soaking under 1 inch
of distilled water at 72 + 2°F. and after 24 hours of soaking. Dry tensile tests
were run on conditioned samples and samples reconditioned after 24 hours of soak-
ing.
Tensile tests were run on dumbbell-shaped specimens 10 inches in over-
all length, 2 inches maximum width, necked down to 1-1/2 inch minimum width along
a 2 inch flat in the center. Rate of jaw separation was set at 0.5 in./min.
(ASTM specifies 2 in./min. but this was found to be too rapid for the response of
the machine.) Specimens breaking within 1/2 inch of the jaws were discarded.
Cross-sectional area at the point of berax was determined and maximum tensile
'.i. r' ".- h , ras repo.r ed. ' p. . .
Trt-ansvc( rsc SF-.rc'ngt'. "-;'.. ;r.- :n _.;i ,r 'D !"-i.. spe-cimtens loaded at
::, d-':,ar, on bes r:ings 1 ihe ape. /_ ..nhes a.. A ':i: :-- 3./-inch radius.
LlJd" -:.rK was applied at -. rate OL' 5 :i.n./! .: . unti. . ['ai l're. Results were reported
as i.:.i. lnum load, def'lec- ion at brea.kiag i. 'in. ta nd modulus ol' rupture. The modulus
.':' r p.ure- wi.s comlput e',. by the form-u.la gi .-.:n la ..hc: T/:PI Sranda.rd T 1003 sm-55
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where:
R = Modulus of rupture, p.s.i.
P = Loading, lb.
L = Span length, inches
W = Width, inches
t = Thickness, inches
Accelerated Aging
Accelerated aging was carried out at the Army Chemical Center. Two
conditions were used; desert and tropical. Boards aged under tropical conditions
were equilibrated at 80°F., 80% R.H. and stored in sealed containers for one week
at 113°F. Desert aging consisted of two weeks storage at 160°F., specimens being
conditioned to less than 1% moisture, by weight, at the start of the test.
LABORATORY PRODUCTION OF EXISTING BOARD
The diffusion board developed and used prior to this program was re-
ported to possess the following technical characteristics:
Caliper -- 3.23 in. minimum
.27 in. maximum
3.25 in. desired
Density -- 19 lb. per cu. ft. minimun
25 lb. per cu. ft. maximum
1 lb. per cu. ft. desired
ASC' charcoal content -- i.5 grains per 100 sq. c(.:m1. im:i.nl-LiLiMul
5.5 grams per .00 sq. ccm. riaxi mu!l.r
5.0 grams per 100 sq. cm. di. .7; i r!dl
T-ns..ile, strength -- appr-.oximatel.y 100 .1. n. p i a. cIa it bil ( u[ i v, i.C'n,
to .'i ) lb. per sq. i.J. fo l./--in l. 'I.,.li' i)
P;.{,>. ' 0 U. S. Army Chemilcai Center ProcurementL Agency
r. pil t. S : t.... .; Project, 2)25
B,;.l-d !;on.l'.i'-::ni.rg ; ., t.hl..s;i: -:ha.ra( t,ris tcs had 'been produced comnerc La..ly
us irg 90% ".Ins.lji to" :.ilp ([iilnncsota and Ontario Paper Company) and 10%o paper mill
dro.i!' itsdwo'Jt ,/.li: '1. r, 'i :rl.i':,m .;1' 2% charcoal and 'resh water in a pl range of 6.0
tcL O8.0. 'I'-s. 'L-r:. st': i.n t.he ,pitrsent program was to determine -the conditions
tr-.q'i :' *d i li t'i: i -l).il-:' :' ry :.... produce board with physical cha.acteris tics conf'orm-
. (: '.¢ . i.i .1 t.: c.liact. A quantity of' Lns-ul.ite pulp was obta:ined
['ic;:! Lbt- !Milm r's :'-',. , :.;i. (.r.;'-i o .Pa1pe. r Companty in wet la.p Form and used. to make
tb!-.rids wr i I :il.;': . JI ' pr:ss rng and drying conditions a.s described in Report 5.
'I'!'..3" b,.oj.; iis './- ' ..--.s .:i.d f'o; density, carbon d.ix:ixide. dif.f'usivity, and smoke pene-
'.:' ; ,!.i':.., boto!.h 1t. ith- insti tuof: and at tthe Army Cherr.ic.al Center. From -these tests
i. ji..p...-:.r'. d tLla.r. '- p!-:si;[nrg corndit.i.on of 10 minutes a.t 100 p.s. i. would yield a
t...) d vi t.ti t' .pprox ia' -L- .ly the cori:cit: density and w.i.th a diffusi.on of approximately
t!i'... o'i[liJ 1.r.V.;'; s -lilht] y below it (without.hO c a.rbon). Since it 'was known that
t.h, -id;ll t..i on o!' c:'.rb : c ten d o improve t.he diffusion it appeared that there
r:,))!:i I nr t , .i il'i' .. l..- i,-. :;. .. :-iing the requirements of density, dii'F'usivity, and
I"'i-:  . .' , :. '' ' .';! i":'.i tf': t I i i Li *.?' *,25 AS, .rcie 1 hC' rt.c Ci .; I
;" .\\'1, . . : ; .... ';'i i .am c.I 'r:1 .L;rS 'ni.'[''r.:  , .vi ! S \Ly b'ut l.t .;i(".;.;.;(C '. -
": * ' ,'..iI,: i,. ,1.t '.i: , ": :11t 3 :' i e I';I.:.5'. , .L.t'y „"I';¢ . f.w s o' ' a, i i L [' c 1 i 't. t(:(i
;'.. i,, !, '- ' :; ',. ':.:":*, ' r ':; ,i:I':d ').i, s ].g:;'s t. i. t.al t' !t :... -i. wo'ld tl ie ol U.) (i, *i--
;';.--. '' , ; ' ' .yO })O -'t'J . t:c .qu iva..en't. :i'.r proper .rLLres to tht.- b.acid ',1hij:::
.';;1 : ' : i ' . 'i .'. ,,i !' . ... , ' A,,:ordi.n-i.ly, tlhe .ivwS-.t.1digas i. or ol', var'iablc .- s :ne ;-
.::. '' :: : ' : :':,. .i.ii i ::i:a. I pr'ope r'h]i i':s wl.'-; 'niL.. .Lido
·, . ;. ( 1 : ; t '-' . O ' ('r)llg i... i ' :'l l, j*('11; ii' t'l < !.  "i r :/., :. 7 p,.) I Ij . 1.:.)1 !iJ -;,,, !."1,
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and pilot use in evaluating various additive materials for the improvement of
diffusion board has been the availability of the pulp from a commercial operation
in an unsized form. The use of commercially produrced pulps was considered desir-
able in order to maintain a closer relation between material produced in the
laboratory and the product of a commercial operation. Comparisons are shown in
Tables I and II.
Minnesota and Ontario Pulps
Two types of pulp were received from this company; a sample of white
board wet lap taken from their commercial board operation (Report 2) and a
sample of paper mill groundwood (Report 9). The white board wet lap contained
a small amount of wax-rosin size; we also received a small amount of unsized white
board wet lap which had been dewatered by hand for comparison with the sized lap.
The white board stock is similar to that used with 10% of groundwood)
in the production runs of diffusion board prior to the present program. Early
use of this pulp in the laboratory was to set up conditions for formning, pressing,
and drying that could be used throughout the project (Report 3). This pulp was
used to determine the effects of forming pH on gas Life (Report 5); the effects
were particularly serious at pH levels below 7, consequently ruling out the use
of rosin-alum sizing or any sizing under acid conditions. The pulp was washed
with hot water in an effort to remove most of the wd-rosin sLzi.ng; the pulp,
which had a pH of' 5, was washed until theL p[I c' the squeeZLngs l'rom a sampling
w rs: 8 (Report ;,). Evlriently, washing -'"llmovc(l the urt acted alirum but ver y  LittLe
o' the rosin as the vater absorbed by board mn:erle l'ro:ii Ili s pulp wa. Less than
,lhi t by board made from the urns izr-cd sc'cicln. AI'icr ',o.r-' tt'rialS in- which other
:, izlig agents were incolpora toI, it c i t ut, I'iit i. i r it f' l.t i t, .i,at.LonIs on
, zi / g us ii-n tlh is pitlp wooJ be U o' I I ! ' I v l ;" i ' , -I d ,; <. .I{' i I;. p J,'':;(.'ii* of' (,he
Page 12
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method (Report 4). S:::.e of this pulp was used to form board under acid conditions
in order to confirm t-Ie work done with 'the Minnesota & Ontario white board to
determine the effects Dof forming pH on gas life (Report 5).
Board formed under alkaline conditions from this pulp had good gas life
characteristics (50 r:-in. CK life); however, the density of the board formed was
high and the carbon dixide dif'f'usivity was low. It was necessary to reduce the
wet pressing ccndi.t:ic.S to 5 minutes at 25 p.s.i. in order to produce acceptable
board. The hig'- dnsi-. y andl low diffusivity of' the board produced from this pulp
p.rec.lludcic any f'u-.rtic:" '-e c-':i t for experimental additive systems. However, it
has bl:eenl ccnsLsi-.-rcd a :f' 11':r for the control of' 'the density o:f' board formed
L'ro:'n oi'.l L- pulse.
Ilos 'i.e t. Krafc..'"t
A sma;.ll sa:.'- e of a special electrical-grade kraf't pulp, produced 'by
Mosinee Puper 'l.l'ls C'.::.any was received. This pulp is produced commercially 'to
have 'low .as;h ae:' !.'t ': .:ter. oL( soluble materials. Although 'this pulp might not
bh su i.-l-.;j.lhe .f'o tr '.hre ; c;.:c;.,n of low d.ensity board., it was a somewhat purer pulp
.h1ls.l Ino:;i, and was c,:--zlered foLr the evaluation of gas life ef'f'ects.
A; er: !-1" '-'".:;c ':. I:h 'i. !', I"'c:p'... ; r_1 newspaper, :i.t was necc.ssa..ry 1t, r'r'dJ.-
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board. samples. Board produced from this pulp had a very high gas life; chloro-
picrin. life was 54 minutes and the cyanogen chloride life was 84 minutes in the
sample tested. No further work was done with this pulp because of the small
quantity available and its specialized nature.
Wood Conversion Company Pulps
Four samples of aspen pulp stocks used by the Wood Conversion Company
were received (Report 7). These pulps were described as follows:
10-853 is No. 3 machine stock with a mill freeness of 700 cc.
containing broke but no size. It is composed of 16%
broke, 55% 700-cc. mill freeness cooked aspen, 19%
1300-cc. mill freeness raw aspen "D" fiber, and 10%
465-cc. mill freeness cooked aspen.
10-854 is aspen "D" fiber with a mill freeness of 1350 cc.
10-855 is cooked aspen slow stock which has been refined in
a 410, Bauer refiner to a mill freeness of 500 cc.
10-890 is similar to the 10-855 stock except that it has not
been refined in the Bauer refiner.
We also obtained from Wood Conversion Company pulp for the pilot run
as described in that section.
Use of the individual pulps resulted in the formation of boardss ranging
i.1 density from 153.5 Lb./cu. ft. to 22.3 lb.//cu. 1't. Tlhe- i,; de:ensit y board was
l.JI'rduced ['rom the pulp sample (10-8541) which was !:the ,-':.e;u.; I.' !.h- samples; it
v;:; noLt C:onsidered of any value for use .i.n ll i.ff us i OL , '.frdl. ''o 'the densities
l' Ihel boards produced f'rom 'te irnl:iv ida'.. samp I_:1-.;, .ii was ,iP,,,' '0.!ji . ,hat a 21
!! .//: Lf't. 'board. could be p)Jo(d.4.crd I'!,,', cl mi/: !.,, n 1 i; i; C; i;". i :!' /''.';') !)-"5'- atdn
iPn-.- [(., U. S. Army Chemical Center Procuremnen-t Agency
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)','.;:,O 10-5O-'5 or a mixture of' 17% 10-855 and 83% 10-890. These two pulp mixtures
wt r',l used in the evaluation of alkaline size and wet-strength agents as described
in t.iHose sc' Lions.
AimL-trl'lg Cork Com:pany Pulps
Samples of pine groundwood and willow groundwood pulps received. from the
A.LrmS strong C.ork Company were formed into boards to be evaluated in terms of gas
iF'- (.Rep:,rts 7 and 9). Each of these pulps contained a small amount of Dowicide
C p;- c-scrv active.
Board formed from the pine pulp was less dense (18.4 lb./cu. ft.) than
t,h,: dcrnsi y desired in diffusion board. The willow pulp produced slightly denser
board (20.2 lb./cu. ft.). Formation was poor in both cases; chips and :Large fibers
wer. i.!mbdded in the top surfaces of the boards, particularly in the boards from
t I,: i. n . g;rou.ndvwood.
',',.'t:_ ti ' (".:fpari':on of Pu:Lps
A ,c.' er iscr of the various pulps used in laboratory work i.:: given in
':. .:.t. :. tr'r ..- a re :allpable differences in pulps in Ltermsi :'' d.clnsity, gas
, ,,,::,> pi:[:.*:r3',i'-n and carbon dioxide diffusivity. ThhL gas Lif'e. seems Lu 'be'
..-i '.. >. .a c's.:T'tor of' purity, i.e., the pulps vith the highest attendant gas
:.'. . -.: .. -hose pu lps h:ich probably have the least amount. of water-soluble mater-
!:.s Lh,' 'iith(.:- :iif'crences in xhe pulps most likeLy relate to freeness which in
. .:-:, .. anr:'.,':. be adjusted by refining to a range that would. i:e desirable f'or
. ,.b.t.. boar-i. Since the effect of refining was not Lnvc.s .igatL'd .in this phase
:' , : . j,;'.;:- ramr, o rel.a.ti.ons can be concluded as to ti'r ei.'cc:;s oL£' p-lp trcat.r'l.nl.
: , ! ..-: .!-'ac~t: - ' ofJ Ihe pulp.
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THE USE OF SIZING AND WET-STRENGTH AGENTS
Investigations into the effect of pH on gas Life (Reports 5 and 6)
showed that any acid conditions encountered after the addition of the ASC char-
coal to a pulp slurry were detrimental to gas life. Consequently, the use of
rosin or any other sizing material requiring acid conditions for the deposition
of size on the pulp fibers was ruled out as impractical. (the use of such materials
could necessitate an extra step in the board-forming operation in which the pulp
would have to be thoroughly washed after sizing in order to raise the pH). The
field of possible sizing and wet-strength agents was, thus, narrowed to those
materials which would be effective under alkaline conditions.
Aquapel
Aquapel is the designation of a series of alkylketene dimers manufactured
from long-chain fatty acids by Hercules Powder Company. They are effective as siz-
ing materials in the pH range of 7.5 to 8.5. In answer to our request for advice
and samples of Aquapel, we received two samples of Aquapel 364 from Hercules
(.Aquapel 364 is derived from a mixture of 45% stearic acid and 55% palmitic acid).
These samples insisted d of Aquapel.. 5'/., a 6%/ eruls ion ot' Aquapel 364 containing 3%
starch, and Aq.uael 4i6, .hi..: i.s a ;powd.ert consisting of Aquapel 364 deposited on
an equal weight o:f f.'.i s: ;.I.:.c.. rTh,' e!u.'. s it. .i.s intendedd for headbox additions or
surface applica-_ions due to '. it tcnd:.-rny .i'or the emulsion to "break" under mechani-
cal stress. According! i;.o {-: r' :u.ls r ecommenains tention of either form can
be improved thr-.-ugh tithe us- c' a cai-iionic. starch (sutch as Cato 8) or Kymeme 557
(a wet-strengthl agentt. A r.-rpre:. nta'-.i ve o.' the Paper Makers;' Chemi.ca..l. Department,
ol.' Ithe Hercules Powdrer C..mspay! state,. in a 'Let, t;: that, very l..: ttle' work had. been
d.ole with Aquae..l. an .". ins'- ' . on bi orird s.ince i-., seemed di 'fic(:ult to size. He
sut!g es ted t-ha. le ty .:..:i r '',\r'.jri, 1 '" r 1o5 1to ') m in ttes at. 25(1)"'. or more anrld
i.l',h l,l ':;o.!lle 1l.Lo:,t[. .i;:r ' ! I:' .1; i JI'*r o '[);"',l i ';, i i Ll I'!!' . b(!' l 'u.l"(
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Contact had been established with the Minnesota and Ontario Paper Company
representatives and they offered to furnish us pulp for our experiments. However,
the only practical way to furnish this :in any quantity was to take the wet formed
board from their commercial machine before entering the drier. This contained a
small quantity of wax-rosin size. In order to compare the possible effect of this
size on gas life or on other additives, a small quantity of similar stock before
the addition of this size was dewatered by hand and also shipped to Appleton. A
sample of the finished board made from this stock was also furnished.
The first work with Aquapel was carried out with the Minnesota and On-
tario white board wet lap containing a small amount of wax-rosin sizing which had
been washed in an effort to remove the rosin and alum (Reports 6 and 7). Enough
residual size remained in the washed pulp so that board, formed from this pulp
without additives other than charcoal, possessed a fair amount of water repellency.
It was felt that the residual size in the pulp would introduce a confounding factor
into the evaluation of any other sizing agents; consequently, the evaluation of the
sizing materials was carried out with Wood Conversion Company pulps (Reports 7, 8,
and 9).
The Aquapel 486 additions were made to 4% slurries of the pulp both be-
l'orc; endl af'-ter the charcoal adi.ii-ti ns. T'he Aqia.pe:l 60( ad.d.itions were made in the
deckjc l.)box in order to remor; any possi.bLlit;y that the emrulsion would 'be broken by
Lth-' ag.i t..tion of the LLghtnin' mLi.er.
The cLi'ect ofi'incr-asi.in amounri.s of' Aquapo. 364- (added as the active
mat.-ria.l Iin the( form oL' either Aquapc: .i c] or Aqcuapc:l i386) is shown in terms of
wa.tc.r a- b:;orption :in Fig. 1 through 5-. E'lth, ad.!li.'l.i.orn; a.re given as 'the 'per cent
actiiv miraterial based on the .vu-Jr'y f'.Lb-: r in i;t,. 'ba.r'd. The boards treated with
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Company 1.0-855 stock and 47. 8 % Wood Conversion Company 10-853 stock. Boards treated
with Aquapel 486 (Fig. 2) were formed from a pulp mixture of 17% Wood. Conversion
Company 10-855 stock and 83% Wood Conversion Company 10-890 stock. All of these
curves seem to approach a minimum water absorption of 5% by volume and level off
at addition levels of 1.0% Aquapel.
Aquapel additions are plotted against cyanogon chloride gas life in Fig.
through 6. These curves show a rapid loss of gas life at additions of less than
Aquapel and indicate that Aquapel additions must be kept well below 1%.
Curing (overdrying at 300°F. for one hour) has a pronounced effect on
-.-r:: absorption at low addition levels; however, it also has a. serious detrimental
.- t':'."c. on gas life. Figure 1 shows that an uncured board containing an addition of
, *;3 Aquapel. 64I would absorb 7.2% water, the same absorption as a cured board con-
-. i'Lng 0.25% Aquapel addition; these boards would have the same gas lives accord-
'-' .:_ ' l'['g 4.
_"___ '___
KI(ym.n¢' 557 i.s a. ve:,-strength resin i:anuf:'^ctLur;.d by the i[,rcu.Les Powd.er
. '.: ,. 'o i s.' .n the pH- range of 6 to 1(,. It. is cr:',i-i:.bci as., "a catiLonic w!ater-
-.... ;.' po.lyri.mr with a Kjeldah.l. nitrogen conte"-t of' 12.8;, tiy 'basis ) -- Hercules'
.: .*, *'iI. lhis material is supplied in a water solu-lio-n with a LOo solids content.
i'.- ;'., rcoiunende.d f'or use with Aquapel.
('Cyron size (/American Cyanamnid Cor.par.y) i.s; -. i.'ui.tnop. lau t.ic water-distper-
.;.' , iSyntlhetic wax. It is obtained in i 0J a' (,J Li: i'oT 'I i'; Isbe d as a. 5
: j':; *;.i" .i n w''er.t. 'r[. is : oia'rs t ['f ' o .;5r: '1..t1i.. . li ' ' iil.1 ui.": (.i 1. 1 lralnge; o)['
: ?, . ' wa.-J'; u.;(:d),, This :,.ator al. w. sc :;'(i I , " .:.[:': I';. .1il i ,iori '; al'll.r the
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charcoal addition and for additions to the 4% slurry before the charcoat addition
(Reports 7 and 8). A pulp mixture of 52.2% Wood Conversion Company 10-855 stock
and 47.8% Wood Conversion Company 10-853 stock was used.
Use of Cyron in deckle-box additions increased drainage times somewhat
and caused a large reduction in fiber bonding as evidenced by the increased caliper
of the board relative to other board produced from the same pulp and the low
strength of the board. Cyron additions before the charcoal produced the same
results. but to a lesser degree.
The effects of Cyron additions before the charcoal additions on water
Iub.,orpl on and gas life are shown in Fig. 7 and 8. According to these curves,
a 9o2'50 Cy'on addition is required to reduce the water absorption to'7%; however,
an additi on of this amount cf Cyron reduces the cyanogen chloride gas lie to 16
'ini. Ucs. The use of' this material would be a compromise of minimum properties in
* :l'-. ,.) ;,as life and water absorption.
- :,! ':i . 1I,.,'-ulre Absorpti'n
'V,~ tr,-niona sizi--. systems protect prLmariy again; LL'qIcld wae et^ and
*.: ' I ..: p, .:e1 ;.0o clia.nge- s ignifficantly the absotrpiLoi of wa, aL; cpor. An
. .- r,t, -i an >"/.posur- to Liquid water under a sllght, pres.ut e and alJ.c'
;,l:":,: ':. (()(/i rrlativ-e huiunldity. In order to estlnalt, c Lt Lowct:, Plcrcts L uol
:I : (u lr be expected from a sizing treatment , tesl;s; were made of' absorption
.. :!iri :.r n eKposed c-rl to high humidity.
I';4l:.i-.'r: i:sctie-:lr.%, *erel detecrmined by mIeat:;u ri i t.lr- motijtl.·'c absoriptLion,
* ,:, ' of ralIp Les condi '-oned to 75°F., 50%/0 . [1. ; 'fi' ., 92)% R,' .L; ai '7-j" '.,
,' P I'wrow spec:ilmrins o[' each sample were equi-L ibraLtrld I, o.!:l: '.oi:i;'.l.i, Ihr .c'-
i i, l, i J'. Jr' cqiu'-. ibrat on. lI.' (oo cdi on iri 'L'i J \,-I 1 s


Extrapolation of moisture isotherms for Aquapel-Kymene sized and unsized
board samples indicated that both samples would absorb 28% water by weight (Report
11) or 9.5% by volume f-r a 21 lb./cu. ft. board. The Aquapel-Kymene size system
produces resistance -to penetration by liquid water but it does not physically seal
the board (it is permeable to water vapor); consequently, the minimum absorption
that could be expected for a sized board submerged in water at 73°F'. would be 9.5%
by volume after the board had become equilibrated. Twenty-four hour water absorp-
tion values as low as 15% were noted for Aquapel-Kymene sized board (Report 9,
Table IV; Report 7, Appendix I).
THE USE OF FUNGICIDES
Mildew resistance tests, according to the direct inoculation procedure
outl.li ned in Federal S3-ecification CCC-T-191b, Method 575:1 'i.lder Resistance of
Ct.;,ih: D.irect Inocula-'i-n, Pure Culture, Non-Sterile Specile-n Me- Lhod," .ere found
lipr'-ac :icail due to ::-. d''i ic ulty in producing mold gro;rthl on coniro-il (untr;caced)
,;'pi.,i:eiles of dif'.f'usi: -::-oard. Consequently, it was necessary l.o resort to the
.mo:dif.iecl. procedure des-ribed in the section of' this report entl;tldc Testirng
Procedures. The following materials were evaluated as additions to unsized, char-
:coa! loaded, boards.
Dowicide G, the copper precipitate of' Dowicide C (copp:e pentachloro-
[.;nt:aO.tc ), Tributyltir. oxide, and Cunilate 2):L9 (a copp,,-;r-8-qLu.inoli:.io.ate emulsion),
'.rc':e eval..uated by corr.aring the mildew resistance and gas live:; '.f boards treated
'..,i., ih,(::ose mate.l'eial.s (Reports 6 and 8). Al.. o the 'ma.t..i.as t,.:-:; .,l r,' lo-( o.:w
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T.BT0 (tributytin oxide) and the copper-8-quinolinolate did show some promise. The
gas life properties of board treated with TBT0 were thought to have been affected
by the acetone solvent media a used to introduce the material into the pulp slurry;
however, subsequent bards containing acetone additions equal to the volume of
acetone added as a solvent for the TBTO showed no losses in gas life resulting
from the acetone additions (Report 11).
Samples of three TBTO dispersions were obtained from the Metal and
Thermit Corporation (Report 11). Boards were formed with 0.2 to 0.5% active
material additions of these dispersions; however, in the interim between the
production of these boards and their evaluation it was decided that the toxic
characteristics of TBTO precluded its use in the diffusion board program (we
were informed by a representative of the Scientific Chemicals Company that TBTO
in concentrations greater than 0.03% is dangerous to handle).
Boards were formed with 1.0 and 2.0% additions of copper pentachloro-
phenate added as a sequestered solution. Boards were also sprayed with solutions
,.!' q:,.:.:l.e rcd :,Ipper -..enta-'hlorophenate and copper-8-quinolinolate (Cunilate
r'u. 2," V).o Tlis; wnrk -a.s d',ne just prior to the expiration of the 1960-61 con-
t.lr-L t; :'nrlmt:.'qj.cnr;L[y .. '. tes-s were made on these boards. This work is Lurther
"-ii "uss.d ( in R I::-rt .L'.
EPT'I'E(C[' Oi'' .LA:!ING(;
ITh'.l e .';'tcl, .:' planing was investigated :'or two reasons: (1) to deotcr-
:'.i!i.. '.!h','.llr:- :'. hL; boar-'. possessed a surface condition in the form ol' a skin wlhic-
mi!.hl'i. LhLuri)(..r th diffus.on properties of the board. (the presence oF such a skin
w:..; r-cjporti.d in previous work on development of a diffusion board at the }'orn;n
P: *:;- '..: ,i.).bi.at.s, l c) and (2) 'to evaluate planing as a. means o.i.' c:nrt. Ir i.li,
i... ;'::;:. il !':;.;: 'ratf'.... wOrK and in cormmerciaL produc ion. P.lan.i.rf ; al_:.;L, :.':
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in studies of the effects of board thickness and charcoal content on gas life and
investigations of the possible stratification of the charcoal in the board. All
of this work has been described in Reports 7, 8, 10, and 12.
Charcoal content determinations and smoke penetration tests were run on
planed sections in comparison with unplaned sections of boards formed from Wood
Conversion Company pulps (Report 8). In the smoke penetration tests the change
in pressure drop at 1 liter/min. flow was consistent with the caliper change,
indicating structural homogeneity and no gross skin effects in regard to diffus-
ivity. The charcoal contents of the sections indicated that the wire side of the
board might be slightly richer in charcoal than the top side, possibly due to
migration of the charcoal during drainage. (As judged by color, the extreme
surface layer of the board on the wire side is deficient in charcoal.)
Gas life tests on planed sections at various charcoal loadings were not
conclusive (Reports 10 and 12). However, the results seemed to point to the
possibility that some gas life activity would be lost as a result of planing;
such an effect might be explained by assuming that the surface of the board is
low in charcoal content and that this surface protects the richer laminae below
from exposure to gases at the surface of the board which are more concentrated
than the gases actually entering the board.
THE USE OF STABILIZERS
A review of the mechanism of CK protection (see below) suggested that
the following materials might enhance the stability of the board, either from the




Diffusion boards were formed with and without sizing (0.5% Aquapel and
0.2% Kymene) incorporating various amounts of these materials in additions ranging
from one to ten per cent of the dry fiber. The stability of these boards under
tropical conditions was compared to the stability of untreated sized and unsized
boards f'ormed at the same time from the same pulp. This work was reported in
Reports 12, 13, and 14.
Additions of triethanolamine and calcium carbonate did not improve CK
stability; the triethanolamine increased the critical bed of the unaged board.
The zinc oxide and the cupric oxide additions resulted in decreased critical beds
both before and after aging; the critical bed of sized board containing a 1%
addition of zinc oxide aged in tropical storage for one week was 4.0 g./100 sq.
cm. compared to 5.1 g./l00 sq. cm. for untreated sized board (Report 14, Table II)
and a similar decrease was noted with the use of cupric oxide in unsized board.
It was also noted that increasing the zinc oxide additions from 1.0 to 5.0% did
not improve stability nor did an increase in cupric oxide additions from 2.0 to
;.,%,:,' i.mlpro've sablili.ty; -these :increases s-eemerd to :".:i;u:e stabi'.ity in comparison
'*I tl'. .l'l':c.Crs of' the smaller add.i.t.ions. Tih. c(;:.'i.;.- dra'n r'o: this work is
:i,,i t,i. pre-se!r:' o[' s::.all a::.auantS rC e.iT'.-i :r c:ipr' -,x' 31 .i.: : or nc o/ide would
·-:i'i.nc': " ilhel CK s za.bi.ity of a d.i flusi on b-.ard.
TFiE VARIABLES AF'ECT'IIG GAS LIFE
E ','U,'.-i., r I ' pll
[i'orlm ir.n p -w..as found to have con;s i.dc-:lrabl- c i'icr. u i:n CKl gas Life and. no
:i ;:ccrn l)ll.e e['fect on PS :I.i.:'e (see Repor: t! -a.nd (.). / :.-rio:L; of' boards formed
.:'T-. Mi nllcs;ot;a and Ontario ,u'l p at vario. s p ;;I l Icn,:; :.,';w-.:r-j a iti.r.(l.cd d.rop in CK
'.:'! 1:.; . i forming !- becar,.: acid. '.['he ::a :.. ri'!'":. . Ci; !il'l (,i:: n',t:l ccd in
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boards formed with repulped newspaper under acid and alkaline conditions but the
PS lives of the same boards were unaffected.
An adjunct to this pH effect on CK life was carried out on boards which
had been aged and in all cases but one showed very little CK activity (see Report
ll). The pH's of the cold water extracts of' these aged boards were measured and
compared to the pH levels at which the boards were formed. Each of the boards had
a slightly lower pH after aging; however, it was not known how this related to the
actual pH of the unaged board since the forming pH's were measured when the pulp
was in slurry form. The pH's of the aged boards were in each case greater than 7.
While this does not indicate that pH is not a factor in ASC charcoal deterioration
it does show that charcoal deterioration does not involve gross changes in pH that
might affect the whole board.
The Critica Bed Concept
A typical plot of CK life versus charcoal loading for an und.eteriorated
board i.s shr!.n 'n F' i. 9 (see also Report 10). This plot consists of a curved
seticirln, which devel.':.is into a straight line at a loading of' approximately 3 g./100
sqi. c::., Th ir.n:erc:ec. of' this straight ILine at 0 minn. gas life :is called the actual
cr'i.l. i a t bed.
A sr ries of plots of CK life versus charcoal loading for board samples
countraining char!-oal in various stages of deterioration showed that, for samp.Les
hai.ng OCf(K i rwe: grea.-cer -than 20 min., the effect of deterioration w'a.,s to shi. tt the
s i.-.aighli.-l:ne ip-r ionr- without changing its slope (Report 10). Consequen'tly, it
alj)a..ard that boards varying i.n charcoal loading could 'be compared by extrapoliat.ing
.i, (.:K.i..l'e: at a given charcoal loading along a straight; .:i.ne havin.lg al s'op. ol'
;i.',,t miLn. /,.,/ i(). , ::,/q. cIt1. t(, zero minutes of' CK life. r.his inlt f.r-c-pJ. t.i.i !.,: an
','i,'tr''.:r t. : ( ...il c l I.o Lng; ho wever, .in this work i.t .i.' , .l<:'erc'S i.o ij'.; ih ' '.ic ;.i-.:L.i
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A CK life--charcoal loading plot made up with data from a series of un-
deteriorated boards with charcoal loadings ranging from 1.7 to 6.7 grams was
similar but not identical to the original (Report 12). However, the plot did
show that the straight-line portion of the curve could be represented by a straight
line with a slope of 26.5 min/g./100 sq. cm.
This concept was used as a means of comparing the CK lives of samples
with varied charcoal loadings.
Aging
It was not until late in the program that aging in short-term storage
was found to be a critical factor. A group of boards, tested for the first time
after two months storage in ambient conditions, had CK gas lives somewhat below
expectation. Retests of board samples were made and compared to the original CK
Lives of the samples. These retests confirmed the suspicions that aging for even
short periods (at least under some conditions) could drastically affect CK life.
Boards aged 65 to 180 days showed critical bed increases ranging from 0 to 22.5%
(Report 10, Table I).
A planned program of accelerated aging was initiated in which boards were
aged under tropical and desert conditions. Board specimens made for these tests
were dried more thoroughly and sealed in polyethylene bags immediately after re-
moval from the drying oven so that the effects of ambient atmospheric conditions
would be mitigated. The specimens were unsealed immediately before being placed
in an aging environment (Reports 11 and 12).
The gas lives of Aquapel-Kymene sized boards (0.5% active Aquapel 360
and 0.2% active Kymene 557) were compared with unsized boards formed from repulped
newspaper, unwashed Wood Conversion Company pilot run pulp, and washed Wood
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Converson Company pulp before and after aging in tropical and desert conditions
(Report 12, Table I). Aging under desert conditions produced no discernible
effect on critical beds; tropical storage seriously decreased the CK protection
in all boards, with the least effect in unsized boards formed from repulped news-
paper. This indicates that moisture is a prime factor in deterioration; however,
as evidenced by the relative stability of the unsized repulped newspaper boards,
other factors also have a large influence.
There seemed to be an indication in the aging data and in the unaged CK
life data for boards formed from washed and unwashed pulp that CK life deteriora-
tion might 'be greatly affected by certain pulp "impurities." A series of unsized
boards were formed from a small batch of Wood Conversion Company pilot run pulp
which had been "deresinated" by treating it with Igepal CO-650 (Report 13).
Critical beds were determined for these boards before and after aging in tropical
con^:.!ti.ons and compared with the critical beds of' aged and unaged samples of un-
si::.-'.. boards formed from washed and unwashed Wood Conversion Company pilot run
:'. -:. Report .11.h, Table III). The CK stability of boards formed from the de-
: ." :.-;. nd a. shd . ed l.:lps was superior to that of the 'board produced. frcr. un-
-r :-..i ') p.:,) arnd. the aE.ed deresinated board had a lo(!wer critical bedc thar thl:
.-. .-: *i plp, ..''n each -::nparison, however, the di.:'.ference was sLight, the crit.i.cal
:- ::'I' tropical agin_. being 4.6 g./:00 sq. cm. for the unwashed puLp ba.rds,
. :/.l(C0 sq, cm.. for -he hot water washed boards, and 4.0. g./1OO sq. cm.l for
'i: .;:inairci'd board, indi-cating that on a commercial scale the benefits oF uch
'.* .-. I:..l:i., would be do.c-tful and expensive.
;Ch.orop:icr: n (PS) gas life tests were run on th'l aged and unaged. de-
"- ..- . l.'i..d boards. The lives in both cases were 36 mi-n. vhi. :h L nsconst.let wi.t;h
.:-. .,:; hi' .r.a i.ndicat.ir-^ the PS life is not mtate.rici'l ly *j.'f',r-':r bly 1-;gi.ng.. 'I.'h!i
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36-min. life was also equal to the PS lives of similar, untreated boards (see
Report 12, Table II) indicating that the pulp treatment had no effect on PS
activity.
Mechanism of CK Protection
Near the end of the year contract, recently declassified reports from
the Office of Scientific Research and Development were received; these describe
the impregnation procedure for the production of ASC charcoal, studies of the
conditions and causes for deterioration, and the mechanism by which cyanogen
chloride is removed. According to one of the reports, the ASC solution used to
treat the charcoal contains 8.0% copper, 12.0% ammonia, 8.0% carbon dioxide,
2.0% chromium, and 0.2% silver; the copper, ammonia, carbon dioxide, and chromium
are in the form of two complexes: Cu(NH4)CO and Cu(NH4)4CrO4.
Both copper and hexavalent chromium are necessary for CK protection;
as a result of some studies of the characteristics necessary for CK protection
the following reactions were postulated in the report:
L. ; CHC.1 + 5H 0 - 51HOCN + 5HC12
2. 2 HCL + CuO - CuCl2 + H20
1. 5 'CIC + 5 C6 ) /2 Cr 3 + 5H+
Here -the Cr+ $ acts as a hydrolysis catalyst and then reacts with the hydrochloric
acid in Step 5. In the deterioration studies described in the report it was found
that the detcr'.'rationri oi' ASC charcoal stored in atmospheres of carbon dioxide and
ammonia was greater .i.n the carbon dioxide atmosphere. This was attributed to the
c''efct of carbon d.ioxde on pif, the increased hydrogen ion concentration causing
tl.e hexa.val.cnt chiromre to be reduced to the trivalent state.
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PILOT TRIALS
A series of pilot trials were conducted at the Bauer Brothers Company in
Springfield, Ohio on May 15 through May 17, 1961. These trials were described in
Reports 8 and 9; a copy of the Bauer Brothers report was included in Report 9.
The trials were made with stock obtained f'rom the Wood Conversion
Company, consisting of a blend of two separately refined stocks. Part of the
stock was further refined at Bauer Brothers and blended with the "as received"
stock.
Runs were made with the following additions to the fiber:
Run Addit ons
1 25% charcoal
2 25% charcoal followed by 0. 5 (active material)
Aquapel 360
5 25, cnarc-,al followed by . 5/o (active material)
Aqc-uspel ' f['ol i ,ctd by O.P2/ (active material)
[<i,'-.nr~r ',.
I A 0.;, ( .:- .e n-i er La- ) quape.L 486 followed by
2,?:. "har"- .i: fol i.owe!d by l.O% Cato 8
5 2;'' char-' ur L f' lorwedi by l .0% Cyron
Samples of' the. bo'rds pr.-lucred Ln these trials were tested at the
institute F'or carbon dio-xid-' c -:'; .:vi y, waLcr absorption, ash, smoke penetra-
.. ion, aud physical str'-nngtlh j;i. a. .h; Arriy ChcmLca.l Center for gas life.
The ash contents c'; C iic- ' a.rt; ' r;r hiCh and ins;pectLton ol' pulTp samples
s.ni. :.o l, Institutle , ' .' 1,( '' ','j l.;' ,./ rrnt,-riLai in the [lILp),
O.3:;i ly 1J nJn( 'ir I [ 'i ' .(rl'- '- .'if , !-'r,'," *' ,i' V'\L'. ' it .l :Jl, Woodr (Coivcr,,,'. ',n CoInpu;ry.
U. S. Aln (y Ch(mcal- C.,it-r Procurement Agency
P'ojcl, -2'2)5 Heport' S;: t,(en
'The ranec;, of values of some of the tested properties of the pilot run boards are
shown ni. Table III. Complete results of these tests were presented in Table IV
of' Report 9- The protective properties were adequate as defined at the Army
Chemical Center (see Introduction), the density range was slightly lower than the
contract specification, and sizing markedly decreased water absorption but di.d not





Water absorption, 2 hr.
Water absorption, 24 hr.
Smoiw:. pene ra ti on
Gc... Li'e .cy,.anogen chloride
LC ,. :'c, c('- .,- ropi c r n
TABLE III
OF PROPERTIES OF PILOT RUN BOARD
Range
16.8 to 19.9 lb./cu. ft.
2.95 to 3.66 x 10-2 sq. cm./sec.
5.04 to 6.40% (by volume) for sized boards
20.24 to 28.88% (by volume) for unsized boards
12.18 to 14.05% (by volume) for sized boards
36.87 to 46.14% (by volume) for unsized boards
Satisfactory resistance in all boards
23.2 to 43.4 nin.
24.3 to 32.5 inn.
T,'- .;in-Lmum specif'ications for Class E sheathing boarc (out-lincd in
l'rdcia'i Sp-ciL'ica-ci:on LLL-I-535 "Federal Specification for TnsilLatin Fiberboard")
roy i, ucr od as o.n' gal-de ,o the properties required for a board similar to dLf'fusion
bccr'J in structure and use. This specification requires dry tensile strength of
i50 p.J. L. and a Ilini:n'iLm transverse loading strength ol' L2.5) lb. total load on a
l-iLra. spain, 5-in1- Wwia- and 1/2-in. thick (equal t.o TAPPL Si.andard (i oduicL us of'
Ill ,,LL~'c of' 500 p.s.i.). The range of' values obteainled in tl s LrLcngth teests on
!.!,! p i.ot; run boards are shown in TabLe TV (coinple to ret' .ult:. cr, ire-';ente1 i.n
'I,'!. 'V oi" Repor 9). i'nr i-!,l;' inost p)rt these ,auts ',R'i.I L, Ur',.Ic th -'i.L'' _.J--
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improvement in wet strength and some improvement in dry strength. Of the sizing
materials the Cyron seemed to produce the least effects while the Aquapel-Kymene







GENERAL SUMMARY OF STRENGTH PROPERTIES OF PILOT RUN BOARD
Range
rupture 256 to 481 p.s.i.
Le 233 to 452 p.s.i.
e, 2 hr. soak 13 p.s.i. for unsized board
111 to 214 p.s.i. for sized board
.e, 24 hr. soak 10.5 p.s.i. for unsized board.
60 to 115 p.s.i. for sized board
In general, the board sized with Aquapel 360 and Kymene 557 (Run 3) had
the best gas I.ife and physical characteristics. The gas lives of boards produced
in Run 2 were lower than the gas lives of boards produced in Run 3 and in most
casc-, the strength of boards produced in Runs 2 and 4 were lower than Run 3. All
Oth:'| l,.; .cd' rc:larac!; eristlcs were comparable for these runs.
`
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PRODUCTION PLANNING
DRYING STUDIES
Drying studies were carried out in order to determine the rate of
moisture loss in the board and the temperatures encountered in the board during
the drying process at various oven temperatures. The specimens dried in these
trials were evaluated in terms of CK gas life so that any special conditions or
restrictions necessary to the preservation of CK activity in a commercial opera-
tion could be anticipated. These studies were described in Report Nine.
Oven temperatures as high as 425°F. were used and temperatures as high
as 320°F.were encountered on the surfaces of the specimens without detriment to
the CK activity of the board. The internal temperature of each specimen tested
reached 220°F. as this was used as the criterion of total dryness. The conclusion
drawn from these studies was that this board could be dried in a zone drier at
temperatures limited by the scorch temperature of the board.
FLAMMABILITY
Fl.trnamabi].i L.. -- s.ss .erec ' :':::'J-c i.L:d. wilt;l specimens from the Bauer Bros.
piLot run and boards f'orc:-. d a .t the I.r-;ilute 'ror thl p:i:lot run pulp without
charcoal additions (Recpoir 9). T'hs te sts were made -to determine the effect of
charcoal on the therMrel sta.bilil.y of' t:hi.s bo'r'd and the possible fire hazard in
cornmerc:ia.l. driers.
I:.nition T[enml:pe ra.ture
A themocoule as ns o a spci rmocoul ; iet thuples were attached
Loo both surfaces of' t' . .. e ae'. i. . l,.'.:c :i!!i;lc ln a:; p.laced. in a circulating air
CoV(I :'. The temperar o ;.- ven . i i'ased i i.C.ri'c('lnts o' ten degree;,
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increasing the oven temperature after the specimen had become equilibrated to the
oven temperature. The temperature at which the specimen temperature first exceeded
the oven temperature was called the ignition temperature. Temperatures were re-
corded on a recording potentiometer.
Specimens of charcoal-loaded boards were badly charred after five minutes
exposure at 410°F. in a circulating air oven, while blank specimens were only
mildly scorched after 2 hrs. exposure at 410°F. The charcoal-loaded boards ignited
within one minute when exposed to 430°F. and the blank boards required three min-
utes exposure at 500°F. for ignition.
Flame Test
This test was carried out in accordance with the specifications for the
Inclined Panel Flame Test as outlined in the ASTM specification C-209-60 "Testing
Structural Insulating Board Made From Vegetable Fibers." In this test a specimen,
12 by 12 inches is supported at an angle of 45° and :ignited by burning 1 ml. of
anrhydrous et.hyl alcohol at a point one inch below the bottom surface of' the
suppior .(cd specimen and 3 inches in, centered, from the lower edge measured along
tlie bottom surface of the specimen.
The test was carried out under ambient conditions in a draft-free hood.
Burning or glowing 'boards were extinguished one minute after exhaustion of the
fuel by placing them in a container of gaseous carbon dioxide. Results of' the
't.csts were reported as the area of char computed from the area of an ellipse
having major and. minor axes equal to the mnaximum-il lctLgth and width of the charred
.area.. The specimens were supported on four one-half' inch dowels tapered to 1/8-
i tnci points in order to provide maximuir access o[' a.ir for combustion.
Tests on charcoal-loaded spec:lrm- .cn resulted in charred areas of approxi-
irJl ;'!ly 5C: sq. in. 'These sec:: inmers !tc,?e'-i ,o r ow rr ali, 'iit .ian !'amne. The blank
U. S. Ar.my C'.i;L.I [.''::.: , 'or're,'Lemiient Agency Pa:g;c )
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specimen (no charcoal) tended to flame and no glow was observed; the charred area
I.'or this specimen was 40 sq. in. Apparently, the addition of charcoal reduces the
igni.t.i.ot t'empcra.-.ure and produces a tendency for glow rather than flame.
NEGOTIATION FOR PRODUCTION RUN
.nquir-es were addressed to a number of companies producing insulation
board to determine which companies might be interested in co-operating in a
production run c.':1.5,C'0O sq. ft. of' board. Several companies indicated that -they
wouid be unable -to co-operate because of fiber and/or equipment limitations.
The Miinnesota and Ontario Paper Company indicated that they would co-
operate in a production run, using their regular insulation board grade of ground-
wood without additional washing.
The Wood Conversion Company offered to co-operate in such a run utiliz-
ing their light.- cooked aspen fiber (similar to the fiber furnished for the Bauer
Bros. pilot run! suitably refined, with additional washing if desirable. They
-xp ressed a pref- rentce to run at a thickness of' /8 inch and also suggested a
p: ',.li.minary trial of 13DO sq. ft. on an available machine which is full scale but
.laic:inlg i. drier ':apacity for full-scale production. The preliminary trial would
m.Lt'inimize the inec- s;:i.,, [i'or adjustments during the production run on 'the more
e::. isive co;ilinem iaL - i-t.
The Si.:-.son Timber Company indicated that they would be willing to co-
Co'!'a.,e.. Th'yt.y -':.*.scr-i'red their equipment which includes a pilot machine rrithlcut
a -ilier'. ':i'i!e ''L-crs- r:.-st easily available in their operation are softwurods con-
.;in!;.ing o0::'' Dougla.s- -'i.r. and westernL hemlock. Samples o'- their .f'ibers w.erze .rceque:s ,.ri
a:; .icey -had toc -lt -,en in estirgated..
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GENERAL DISCUSSION AND PRESENT STATUS
From the results reported here it appears that there should be no
difficulty in producing on a commercial scale a diffusion board which will meet
the tentative requirements for diffusivity, resistance to aerosol penetration,
and resistance to penetration of toxic gases as represented by chloropicrin.
Considerable improvements in wet strength and water repellency have been obtained
and the strength of' the boards produced on a pilot scale exceeds the requirements
covered in Federal Specifications for structural fiber insulating board. Evalua-
tion of resistance to mildew is difficult to evaluate. By the method originally
proposed even the boards without addition of special fungicides showed very little
growth. Based on commercial experience it is probable that additional resistance
to mildew can be obtained by use of conventional materials but these may affect
gas life.
The critical feature of the board production appears to be the retention
of resistlancn to the passage of cyanogen chloride. Variations in pulp quality and
L.thc ; dd ci inr, o'f wet strengtllt siz.Ln,; age---.s, or fungicidess all seem to have a
dtrc:l'i.:!,ni.l.al efnl.i'cct; on thli.s .r'::'r'-''.' In -he work reported here it appeared that
a r-ea.sona!ble balance b'ttwceon :.'c-. ;..rongo; - water repellency, and mildew resistance,
on t;L. one h1anlid, and CIK gas _i'-.: .,n the c:-her, could be obtained for a diffusion
board. '.Te res.intancc to CK ':-encra.i r -.:as not affected by accelerated aging at
deseru-,: cond:i tions but was seriously aE'fected 'by tropical aging. It is known that
lthe tlhav,::',;L iltse.L' is soi :lC-at : n:;.itiv: to moisture, carbon dioxide, and similar
mate.r.;a..: .; a!,d i.t appears pr'-,a-rl' that AS'' charcoal will always be sensitive to
the tropi csa! de tet..ioration en r il .hout ';:-e L'actors o:l:' pulp quality or additives.
The anticipa'ccd prod;ctlci;Lon run -.:as delayed because o:f this question of'
LIi',,).i: ':! d I' 'li Lo r-ati. ion . To p - -.) sa.l s we re. smi. tted with the hlu.i;'::
1b';L,":* ,I. .i *illi'..:'; )i' C .'r-. l.-':,t i on;. On, was ' 'or a production run ie




duplicate on a commercial scale the relative balance of properties obtained in the
laboratory and pilot run. The alternate proposal was for a research program aimed
at investigating the mechanism of CK protection and clarifying the factors which
control it. A contract has now been signed for an extension of the original
process study and for two commercial runs for the purpose of obtaining as good a
balance of properties with a minimum sacrifice of the presently available protec-
tive features but without emphasizing a research investigation of CK protection
itself.
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